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About This Game

Zotrix is an arcade space shooter inspired by early shooter games on arcade machines from 80's and early 90's. Designed for all
generations it contains missions with nice and colorful enemies while focused on the arcade element of the gameplay.

This being said, this is an upfront disclaimer about a lot of repetitiveness in the gameplay as it is the case with older arcade
games.

You dive into deep space escorting a cargo ship from your fleet. Quickly you realize you're within the boundaries of enemy
territory. Chains of enemy ships are lining up one by one while you perform maneuvers to clear the perimeter and avoid being

cleared out yourself. Victory doesn't come easy as you have to earn every single space credit out there fighting in over 50
missions.

By clearing your mission objectives, reward is coming to your account and you're ready to upgrade your ship with decoys,
shields, laser boosters and much more. You can even buy a new, better fighter. As you progress, you will get engaged in trading

earned resources such as cobalt, nickel, palladium and others in trading room every space station features.

Build your strategy by carefully choosing routes from your space station towards another and have your take in every mission.
Each mission will pit a challenge in front of you and most of the missions will get you to face a bigger and badder alien ships.
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the idea it was ok but the problem you can't buy or unlock new cards and the game there is no sountrack to feel more better
about online i search half hour there is no one i think i'm not sure about online

and the game all by luck in lot of rounds i spend my cards and there is no card can attack each round you will change your cards
even you didn't play your cards it will go down.. It feels like an anime candy crush but with a beat component.. Years passed,
getting old, but still driveable due to communities and mods, leagues, hope rf2 or 3 will replace it with so big success as rf1.. IN
20 mins i new this game was garbage. I have no idea how so many found this game fun. Its terrible.. Glitchy game, it was made
too fragile and I shouldnt have to do a circus just to play a few minutes ot have it crash.

Not really worth it unly it gets truly debugged.. A story that elicited more than a few eyerolls told mostly by Navi with a British
accent meets a decent first-person puzzler that begs for a checkpoint system and has some wonky physics. I know FPP games
are hard to come by, but do yourself a favor and (re)play Portal 2 or Q.U.B.E. 2 instead.. Was really looking forward to a cool
farming sim, but this is not it. Bascially just boring. Overly realistic in that it takes forever to grow anything, and then lacking in
strategy because there's not much you can do other than plant things and wait for them to grow. A lot of the information
provided in game about crop conditions and weather seems good to start with but then proves to be unclearly defined when it
comes to actually using it.

I don't mind about the graphics cos it's not a game where that's the focus. Showing visually how much of a crop is dead or ready
to harvest was good, and some of the other informational displays were simple and efficient. But... just not fun.

Lots of bugs. I have played for three hours, and I got corrupt ostriches that would not reach maturity as they had a negative
number of days to go, a massive field of tulips that were harvested and then disappeared so I couldn't sell them, a missing icon
on my field so I didn't know what was planted there, and divide by zero errors everyday just before noon so had to quit that
game. Also, whenever I grew animals, there was 0.1 tonnes of meat available but the slider to choose how much to sell
confusingly let me choose about 10 values of "zero tonnes" at different prices.
Distinct Lack of shortcut keys. Was disappointed that the landscape and set up of the initial farming village was identical in UK
and USA scenarios.. E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I recommend this DLC. It is free so there is not really a reason to skip it. It adds a few nice customization options and I
especially like the scope reticle.. There is some minimal music generation using this game, but mainly, you are playing a tetris-
like game combined with color matching.

The later levels get very difficult very fast.

I wish it had a sandbox mode we could compose music in.
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goats, rats and magic hats.
10/10. I am not sure what i think about this game. I am not all that familiar with this genre but i have played Patrician IV and
this game is extremely similiar to that game in almost everything except the setting. The game is certainly prettier and die hard
fans could probably name thousands of ways that the games are different but i found the games to be so similiar that i would
have been really disappointed if i had paid a whole lot of money for it.

Luckily i did not and if you have not played Patrician IV then there is no reason for you to care. But people who have should
know about this.

Now concerning the game itself. I really enjoyed my time with the game at first. The game should should be pretty easy to get
into both for newcomers and old fans and it is really fun at first to travel the Mediterranean Sea buying low and selling high.
Setting up trade routes, building industry and expanding your trade empire is really fun and relaxing but the game is just way too
easy.

You really have to try to fail at making money and after a couple of hours you should have been able to set up some trade routes
which basically makes you a bunch of money without you having to do anything. There is a bunch of stuff to do in the game but
it all comes down to making more money and it is often more time consuming than it is challening.

Sure you can produce your own wares to increase your profit margin which means that you have to make sure that your factories
have the required raw material and so on. But why would you do this more than once only to increase the profic margins that are
already good enough.

Sure you can try to make some more money to buy some new ships and create an extra trade convoy but you have already done
this a bunch of times and the endless loop of making more money so that you can make more money gets old.

I found the game lacking in having interesting stuff to spend your money on. Some people might be satisfied with simply
making money so that you can make more money but i found that really boring after a while and there really was not anything
there to keep my interest after that.

Oh and the naval combat is crap. It controls really odd and for some strange reason the devs decided to take away the slowed
down speed modes in the combat. So the combat is really fast and i thought that it turned into a hectic mess. You can also only
control one ship at a time and the ai takes control of the rest. This is functional for normal sea battles but it turns into a mess
when you have to sail around and try to catch a ship so that you can board it.

I have probably sounded quite negative about the game but i absolutely do not dislike it. It is a charming and simple game about
trade and i would recommend it to people who is looking to spend some hours doing just that. But i did not find the depth in the
game to keep me interested after a couple of hours and you should probably take that into consideration when thinking about the
price.. Whoops... I just lost three evenings on this little beauty! I wondered at first what I was getting myself in to, but the more I
played, the more I wanted to see further in to the system and the more I wanted to see how the game would progress. As a fan of
Sentinels of the Universe, Handleabra Games has another long term fan.... you know a game is good when you can relate to a
flower. Gladiator Manager game.. you can simulate or delegate the fight yourself.
the amount of gladiator styles are abit low but there has been added new and hopefully there will be more added and a broader
way to play..

ive got 72 hours atm and its been a hard start to get going but thats what keept me coming back to keep pushing to get futher..

ive found spartacus aswell after a long search.

i wish you could have more gladiator styles and that the other lodus owners interacted and wanted your gladiators more etc but
as said earlier its getting more and more added so lets hope we get more of everything..
more styles. more citys. more buildings maybe even more countrys and events, leagues.
the opertunities are endless for this game to grow.. tl;dr Don't get this game get Banished instead.

I don't write reviews mainly because I tend to be very neutral on what makes a good game but for this I felt that I had to write
one warning people of just how bad the game currently is.
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For starters you have to build your own island for your villagers which isn't a bad thing except you can't build more than one or
else your villagers can't travel to the others which makes this feature kind of pointless. Another thing you can't do is build a
circular island that’s 1 block wide as villagers will just pace back and forth on corners even if there's a viable path in front of
them.

Next off you have the villagers themselves which are the dumbest things in existence, they wander aimlessly in a zigzag pattern
rarely getting resources unless they happen to bump into them making building structures near impossible. You do have little
flags you can place to make villagers move but once they reach the flag they wander off and don't collect the resources. Another
problem with the flags is the fact you have two flag colors red and blue, red of soldiers and blue for workers though only 1 flag
can be placed at a time and if you have no soldiers or no workers you can get stuck with a red or blue flag on your island without
the ability to remove it.

This game though in early access shouldn't even be here, I wouldn't even consider this game to be out of the alpha phase yet
which is pretty sad. I paid 99 cents for it on sale and still asked for a refund because I'd rather keep my dollar then support this
game as is.

I will admit that this game might get better over time but seeing as this is just utter garbage right now it has put me off of it
forever and will never pick it back up.

I suggest getting Banished instead if you want a good god-like game.. Short (took me about 2 hours), strange and quite
charming. The wobbly animations are lovely :)

Worth a try if the screenshots look appealing to you.. If you've never played Disgaea, this is a good one to start with. The series
has some interconnectiveness but this one doesn't lash itself to the past games at all in the main story. These games aren't for
everyone, though, and if you don't like dumb anime and complex tactical RPGs and maximizing efficiency as a concept, this
game's not for you.

If you're a series fan? Well. Good news.

I've been playing these games since Disgaea 1 on the PS2. The only NISA tactical RPGs I haven't finished are La Pucelle, some
of the expanded ports, and Soul Nomad. I've dumped a combined several thousand hours into these games. Every single one has
an absolute minimum of 100 hours from me.

This is top 3 for sure. Maybe even the best. Fighting for that spot with Phantom Brave and Disgaea 2.

The gameplay's an improvement over the predecessors but that's to be expected. What floored me is how much an improvement
the writing is here, especially compared to Disgaea 3 and Disgaea 4. It's a serious plot that handles itself well, is trope-y in a
good way and is missing most of the hangups I had with previous games. The characters actually develop here, through this
story, and it's tons of fun.

A shame it's missing some of the series favorites (the Prism Rangers aren't here, neither is Kurtis) and a few of the classes are
missing (where's the super hero class?) but these are more than made up for by what you get in return (SO MANY new monster
classes!)

I mean, I love wood golems and all, but Bears are an acceptable substitute. They've been nerfing wood golems since 2 anyway.
Also the two-weapon equipping mechanic means that Magic Knights are AWESOME now, which I never expected.
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